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 quilt     craft     cook    create Constructing the block, cont: 
 

For the Side units B, sew together 4 Beige scrap  2-inch squares four-patch style, pressing the 

seams opposite. Repeat with remaining Beige scrap 2-inch squares for a total of 4 Side units B. 

 

 

 

 

Assemble the block center in three rows following the diagram on page 2 paying careful atten-

tion to the placement of each unit. Sew a 2 1/2 by 9 1/2-inch border strip E to each side of the 

center block; press to the border strips. Sew a  2 1/2-inch Red scrap square D to each end of the 

remaining 2 1/2 by 9 1/2-inch border strips E. Sew each border unit to the top and bottom of the 

center block, laying the seams opposite. Press to the border strips. Your block should measure 

slightly more than 12 1/2-inches; use your 12 1/2-inch square ruler to center and trim your 

block. 
 

Erik’s tips: 
 

This block goes together much like earlier blocks in the project. The center block pieces: four-

patch, center square, and the corner units all measure 3 1/2-inches square before they are sewn 

in rows. Squaring  each unit before sewing the rows together will keep your block true to size 

and square. The borders are cut larger to avoid difficult measurements within the block.  
 

You may trim the finished block to 12 1/2-inches square now, or wait until you are ready to as-

semble the rows of the quilt later during the project. 
 

Your finished block will measure 12 1/2-inches (unfinished), once trimmed. 
 

Notes about our (slightly modified) Philadelphia Pavement  

Block: 
 

The Philadelphia Pavement Block has enjoyed popularity with several quilt designers over the 

years (N Cabot 1933 and 1938, A Brooks 1934, and Finely 1929). It is really nothing more than 

the humble Shoo Fly Block with a border and cornerstones, the squares in each corner. Through 

our research we noticed each design had the familiar Shoo Fly center with varying proportions 

of border widths. Some borders were wide and some were narrow. We decided to use a narrow 

border so that the block would fit nicely among the other blocks we have made. 
 

We modified the corner units by splitting them in half for a scrappier look. A beautiful block 

would still result if you used only one Beige and one Red in each corner A unit! We also 

changed the plain 3 1/2-inch square Beige side B units to a Beige four-patch unit to accommo-

date still more scraps!    
 

We hope you have fun making this block! When you layout your block, move the scraps around 

to see what happens...what emerges...how it looks. Our slight changes should make for a block 

that blends well with what has been made so far. We certainly hope you agree.  
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     Make 4 Side units B that measure  
                                3 1/2-inch square 


